THE  FIRST ASSAULT ON MADRID
completely cut the railway lines. I had only just arrived
at Olias del Rey when I saw white steam moving quickly
across the sty-line. It was the last train from Valencia
to Madrid making a desperate and successful dash to get
through to the Reds before the Nationalist artillery began
to play on the railway line and the neighbouring goods
depots and shunting yards.
Meanwhile, the fighting on the main road had been
proceeding with incredible speed. The troops leap-
frogged each other, gaining five kilometres in an hour.
At Cabanas de la Sagrada two lines of trenches had been
captured and, having entered Olias del Rey at ten in the
morning, the staff and ourselves were in Cabanas de
la Sagrada at two o'clock in the afternoon, while the
advance guards were on Villaluenga aerodrome four
miles ahead of us.
The work had been carried out entirely by Legionaries
and Moroccan Regulares—except the valuable right
flank cavalry work—and I admired to the full their won-
derful manoeuvring power. With such open country,
it was possible to follow very closely every incident of
the fight. Machine-gun posts could be seen pushing out
to a flank, taking advantage of every bit of cover, and pro-
ceeding in that slow, deliberate fashion which is the mark
of a good soldier and is worth twice as much as agitated
hurry. The Red trench lines were clearly visible, but
they never seemed adequately defended. The militia
bunched in the redoubts near the main road or side
roads, while hundreds of yards of good positions on hill
slopes were left unguarded. Legionaries or Moors never
failed to take advantage of such gaps to infiltrate the Red
lines and place their guns time after time to enfilade those
positions still held Then there would come the moment
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